150 years and counting…

How a local co-op changed Essex for the better,
as told by the people who’ve known it the longest.

150 years and counting…

Dedicated to all the
hard working colleagues
of Chelmsford Star,
past, present and future.

Foreword
The history of Chelmsford Star Co-operative Society from the inaugural
meeting in 1867 has been well documented by Malcolm Wallace in his book
Chelmsford Star – A Co-operative History, published in 1999.
The purpose of this commemorative book is not to revisit the 150 years of
history in such depth, but instead celebrate the renaissance of the Society
since 1998, when the Board faced a cross roads in terms of the Society’s future.
Co-operative history is littered with examples of Co-operative Societies
taking the easy option when the going gets tough and simply ‘transferring
engagements’ but the Board, in 1998, took the important decision to instead
transform the Society into the successful business that it is today.
It is fair to say that the journey has not been easy, but with the dedication of
the Directors who have served the members who elected them, a committed
Management team that continue to have a vision for the Society’s future
and, most important of all, our entire workforce, the Society has achieved
what many of the sceptics thought wasn’t possible; to ensure the Society
continued to be a successful Co-operative Society serving its members in
Chelmsford, and around Essex.
What you will read in the following pages includes the personal recollections of
Colleagues, Directors and Managers who have been part of Chelmsford Star
during the Society’s history and in particular the last two decades.
Enjoy the read.
Yours in co-operation

Barry Wood
Chief Executive Officer
2017
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“Chelmsford Star is an extraordinary
story of people coming together to
make a difference. It is a business
with a heart, serving members and
customers with their everyday needs
and at the same time reinvesting in
the local community, making every
pound spent with the co-op work
twice. I have been so impressed
too with the links Chelmsford Star
has developed with communities
in Southern Africa. If there is an
enterprise in Essex that conjures up
what we should want business to be
like, Chelmsford Star is it.”
Ed Mayo – Secretary General, Co-operatives UK
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The Beginning…
The idea for a Co-operative Society in Chelmsford came about when Thomas
Chapman met with friends at the London Road Iron Works in Chelmsford in 1866,
where he was employed, to discuss ways to improve the lives of their families.
The meeting was triggered by the costs of living, exacerbated by a recent
UK-wide cattle plague, which had resulted in even more businesses charging
inflated prices for goods. Thomas had heard of a new ‘co-operative’ way of
doing things that was proving successful in the north.
But could it work in Essex?
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The Beginning…
Thomas Chapman and his colleagues from the Iron Works decided they’d
investigate forming a local Co-op that would provide affordable good quality
items, whilst benefitting its local members. Malcolm Wallace, a historian with long
connections to Chelmsford Star and to co-operation in general, wrote in 1998 that,

‘the roots of Chelmsford Star rest firmly in the
historical struggle of working people to improve
their lives’.
Several other Co-operatives had already formed in Essex, including a
Chelmsford Co-operative Coal Society in 1847 and a Co-operative in Braintree
in 1864. Through them, Thomas and his colleagues - who became known as
’The Iron Band’ - met Mr George Young.
George Young, a preacher at Chelmsford’s Wesleyan Church, already had
experience of the Co-operative movement, and so he helped them to establish
this new Co-operative. Young used the rules devised in 1844 by the
Rochdale Pioneers, a group of men in Lancashire who had found a way to make
co-operative businesses financially viable. After a couple of meetings, 		
‘The Chelmsford Star Industrial Society’ was officially formed in April 1867 and
began trading just a month later.
The rest, as they say, is history.

What Is A Co-op?
A Co-operative business is a self-governing group of people united to
meet an economic, social or cultural need through a jointly-owned and
democratically controlled enterprise. In other words, a business owned
by and operated for the benefit of those using it. It can sell any type of
product or offer any type of service. You can get co-op schools, banks,
pubs, houses or even football teams! Chelmsford Star is a retail co-op, its
customers are its members, and its profits are shared out between them
each year via a dividend, or ‘divi’ payment.
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The following pages will take you through that history, but as Chelmsford Star’s
own Starlight members’ magazine reflected in the Winter of 2016:

‘We’ve come a long way in the last 150 years,
growing our trading area to cover much of Essex,
outlasting many better known names and raising
an incalculable amount of money for both the
people who live locally, the groups they volunteer
for and the charities they believe in. We would
like to think that the small group of people who
attended our inaugural meeting in 1867 would be
proud of where we have taken their creation.’

Life in Chelmsford 150 years
ago was substantially different,
though the high street is still
recognisable today.
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A Journey Through Time…

Co-ops:
The first wave

Thirteen of the ‘Pioneers’ who
came up with the framework for
today’s modern co-operative.

The idea of a ‘co-operative business’ came
from a Dutchman in 1659, but no one
could make it work. The idea was tweaked
by socialist Robert Owen in the late 1700s
and the first ‘co-op movement’ was formed.
It peaked with about 400 businesses
across the country in 1832 before totally
collapsing just three years later. Something
wasn’t quite right.

The second wave
In the decade following the collapse of
Owen’s co-op movement, a group of working
men from Rochdale, near Manchester,
transformed the notion by introducing
one small change. A share of the profits, or
‘dividend’, would be paid out annually to
reflect the members level of business with the
society. In 1844, the first modern day co-op
business opened its doors in Toad Lane,
Rochdale. It is now a museum.
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Robert Owen (1771-1858)
was a Welsh socialist reformer
and one of the founders of the
co-operative movement.

The first known photo of Chelmsford Star’s flagship
store in Moulsham Street. Known as the ‘Central
Store’ it was their third branch and by far the largest.

Late 1800s:
A Star is born
Unscrupulous business owners and
extortionate prices led to some fed-up
workers in Chelmsford deciding to open an
honest and reliable grocery and goods store
that would be a shining example to all, and
‘the Star of the County’. The Chelmsford
Star Industrial Society’s first store opened
in 1867 in Tindal Street and prospered
despite the county enduring severe economic
problems. Expansion led to a store in the
High Street, then a new ‘Central Store’ in
Moulsham Street which is still there today,
now trading as ‘Quadrant’.

1867 Trade begins on the 17th May.
1867 Began baking own bread so members 		
could rely on an ‘honest 4lb loaf’.
1870 Society joins Co-operative Wholesale Society
and purchases first goods.		
			
1871 Deliveries made by pony & cart.
			
1872 Society takes on first apprentice in grocery and
shop keeping.
			
1880 Converted ovens to ‘rear-furnace’. Cutting edge
technology that saw costs drop and a boom in the
bakery business.
			
1881
Moulsham Street Central Store opened.
			
1886
Began selling milk.
			
1892 One of Chelmsford’s first businesses to use
electricity to light stores.
			
1895 First branch store, Well Street.
1895 Funds used to build 9 houses which were rented
to the most needy members for (the equivalent
of) 35p a week.
1896 Telephone used to connect Well Street &
Moulsham Street Stores.
1899 Steam Bakery opened, Railway Street.

WHAT THEY SAID
“Capital! The store is well filled with
food and clothes, boots and shoes…
Our Chelmsford brethren are very
small, but in good spirits.
They are on the right road.”
The Co-operator Magazine - 1868.

The Co-operator
magazine, following
Chelmsford Star’s
first AGM in 1868.
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A Journey Through Time…
1900s

The ‘Central Store’ was a success, and by
1904 it was being extended for the third
time. It was relaunched by the Countess of
Warwick, a leading advocate and fund-raiser
for the Co-op Movement and known to
King Edward VII as ‘my Darling Daisy’.
In her speech, she urged Chelmsford Star to
consider establishing a women’s guild which
they did a year or two later.
WHAT THEY SAID
“After today, I feel sure that no one
will be unprepared to carry away
in their own hearts a determination
to further this Co-operative Society
of Chelmsford because of its future
possibilities, and of what it may
mean in the history of this county.”
Countess of Warwick, Central Store
launch, 1904.
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Countess of Warwick
1904 The first Men’s Outfitters Department opened.
1906 Chelmsford Women’s Co-operative 		
Guild established.		
			

With the newest extension, the Central Store was
beginning to look like the building we know today
as the ‘Quadrant’ .

1910s

Expansion was rapid, pre-war. Sales jumped
from £13k to £63k in the first year of the
decade, a gentleman’s outfitters was opened
in Baddow Road, and land was bought in
Springfield which became the base for new
state-of-the-art motorized home deliveries.
The jubilee year for the Society fell in 1917,
but then was not a time for celebrations as
approximately 50 employees were drafted
into the war effort.

A staff outing, shortly before the first World War.
Note the call to join the National Service League on
the buses.

WHAT THEY SAID
“It is due to the Society that so many
children in Chelmsford can go to
school well-clothed and well-fed.”
A Chelmsford Star member, speaking
at the 1912 AGM.

1912 First grocers shop, Springfield Road.
1915 First motorised vehicle delivery.
1917 Donations made to relief groups including
the Belgian Relief Fund, the Benevolent Fund,
and employees were paid a War Bonus to help
with rising costs.
1918
The first woman is elected into management.
			
1919 Metal dividend tokens abandoned & 		
Climax System Introduced.

A rare photo of our menswear store in Baddow Road,
which was closed shortly after war began.
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A Journey Through Time…

The annual parade, marking International Co-op Day, continued each year for several decades.

1920s

A new store at the top of Chelmsford
High Street was the site for the Society’s
first recorded sale in 1924, advertising a
‘Grand Clearance’ in the Essex Weekly
News. International Co-operative Day was
established in July 1923, and this proved a
grand affair as it was marked locally by The
Children’s Parade. An annual celebration,
it consisted of up to 1000 children in
costumes marching through town to a
newly purchased meadow in Coval Lane,
affectionately known as ‘Co-op Field’.
Games and races would then take place - as
long as the cows living there allowed it!
The view up Moulsham Street, long before it was
bisected by the Parkway relief road of the 1970s,
isn’t vastly different today. Chelmsford Star’s Central
Store – centre right – would soon expand into the
neighbouring ‘International Stores’.
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1921 First dairy built. Ingatestone store opened.
1923 International Co-operative Day launched.
1925 First Education Committee & grocery shop at
Danbury opened.		
			
1926 Well Street butchers opened.
1927 Baddow Road butchers & Kings Road grocers
opened. Land purchased on Boarded Barns Estate.
				
1928 Co-operative Children’s Circle formed & Writtle
grocer & butcher shops opened.
1929 Central Lane Meadow purchased & garage and
slaughter house erected.

1936 saw the launch of Chelmsford Star’s funeral service, which is still going strong today. It was the only service
of the time to use motorised vehicles rather than horses and carts.

1930s

This decade saw another large refurbishment
to the Central Store as £4.5k was paid for
the adjoining premises. The extra space
allowed for an expanded boot and footwear
section, whilst the arrival of a hardware
department was big news to Chelmsford.
Disappointingly, just a few months after
the launch, a fire raged within the store
and caused £2k of damage. The cause was
never known. Employees opened temporary
premises nearby as repairs were made. This
wasn’t the only time emergency premises
would be needed, as turmoil began returning
to Europe.

1930
Membership is 9,012.		
			
1934 First mobile shop.
1935 Baddow Road fruit & vegetable shop opened.
Membership is 12,504.
				
1936 First funeral service opened.
1938 First travel department & grocery, hardware &
tobacco shop in Broomfield.

WHAT THEY SAID
“Of the 250 co-operatives that
existed in the Sudetenland before
Nazi troops invaded two weeks ago,
only three remain. Hundreds of
co-operative employees have fled to
Prague to escape persecution.”
S.F. Perry, Secretary of the Co-operative
Party, speaking at a ‘Peace Through
Co-operation’ rally in 1937.

A pamphlet issued to co-ops in 1939. Few remember
Hitler’s hatred of them, brought about by the early
success of the German Co-operative Movement.
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A Journey Through Time…

1940s

Supply of products via the external
Co-operative Wholesale Society (CWS)
meant costs could be cut and prices lowered,
and hopes were high to increase business in
the town, but World War II changed that.
Rationing and petrol shortages affected both
sales and deliveries, and the High Street
store was completely destroyed by fire.
The Central Store, meanwhile, cemented
its reputation as a reliable and well-stocked
supplier. When war ended, the Society built
upon the success of its previous delivery
service and introduced new mobile shops,
providing a much needed lifeline to those
unable to travel.
1941 First employee elected to Management Committee
of the Society.		
		
		
1942 First youth club.
1943 Society founds Chelmsford Co-operative Party.
				
1945 Society purchases Old Rodney Hotel.
1946 Writtle Road and Writtle Green shops opened.
1947 Grocers opened in Boreham.
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Our mobile stores were essential for those cut off from
towns or villages, or unable to travel following injury
in the war.

WHAT THEY SAID
“Only goods made by or for the CWS
were sold in the original store – even
shoes, which I remember went under
the brand-name of ‘Wheatsheaf’. The
Co-op provided a very full service,
including furniture, hardware, clothing
and household goods, as well as coal
and milk. The grocery department, at
the rear of the main shop, was accessed
from Barrack Square. I used to be
fascinated by the overhead mechanism,
which sent cash containers zooming
across from each sales point to the main
cash desk and then back again with the
customer’s change.”
Joan Atkins - Memories of Wartime
Moulsham Street, via a Moulsham High
School Newsletter.

1950s

Post-war, the 50’s brought with it a sense of
exuberance and new discovery, and much of
the decade was spent building Chelmsford
Star’s involvement in the local community,
through fund-raising and events. It also saw
the launch of ‘self-service’ in food stores,
and local people responded well; in ’54 sales
broke the million pound barrier for the first
time, and ’58 saw the Central Store expand
again in one of the largest building projects
since the war.
WHAT THEY SAID
“The Central Store’s basement
flooded in the mid-50s, which was
where the store’s detergent and
washing products were kept. Reports
from the time reveal the resulting
suds and bubbles caused havoc as
they came up through the drains,
spread across the streets and
stopped traffic!”

Self-service was trialled in the Writtle store before
being launched in the Beehive Lane Co-op, shown
above, and then rolled out across all shops.
1952 Transfer of dairy & garage to Coval Lane site &
Baddow Road grocers opened.
1954 Trent Road bread & confectionery shop opened.
Annual sales for Society exceed £1,000,000
1955
Membership is 19,089.
				
1956 Beehive Lane grocer opened.
1958 Chelmsford Branch of Young 		
Co-operators established.
1959 Off-licence first established Beehive Lane.
1959 Official opening of rebuilt Moulsham Street
Department store. The new look ‘Co-operative
Department Store’ offered a number of new
departments and looked remarkably different
having received state-of-the-art plastic cladding
across its exterior (below).

Head of Membership & Marketing 		
Kevin Bennett, speaking to the
Chelmsford Retired Action Group in 2017.
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A Journey Through Time…

The new electrical section of the 60’s was one of
the largest in Chelmsford at the time, and with yet
another department added, the Central Store became
the destination of choice for local shoppers.

1960s

As travel into town became easier,
Chelmsford Star stopped its mobile-shop
service and concentrated on developing its
flagship shop in Moulsham Street. The Society’s
centenary in 1967 saw more land bought and
further expansion, whilst a revamped image
and the introduction of electrical goods saw
popularity increase in-store. Things weren’t
faring as well for the Braintree Co-operative
Society however, and they transferred their
operations to Chelmsford Star by the close of
the decade, effectively doubling the Society’s
trading area across Essex.
1960 Sports & Social Club established.
1969 Braintree Co-operative Society transfers
engagements to Chelmsford Star.

Regular events across the stores, from fashion shows to
competitions, via themed-evenings and trolley-dashes,
raised significant funds for local groups and charities.
This tradition continues today.
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The new look building was now double the size,
however an inner-relief road known as ‘Parkway’
was being built at the same time, effectively bisecting
Moulsham Street and stranding the store between a
major road and a river.
CEO Alan Maxwell laid the final stones to a new
£500,000 extension to the main store in 1972,
declaring the new building would ‘make shopping a
pleasure, even for husbands!’

1970s

A new building was constructed on the site
of a dilapidated church across the road from
the Central Store, and connected to the main
building via a first floor corridor. It contained
departments dedicated to haberdashery,
china and glass, music, sportswear and
gardening, to name a few, offering more than
ever to the ballooning number of members
and customers.
1971 Dividend Trading stamps introduced.
1972 “It’s a Knockout” tournaments begin, creating
friendly competition between local stores.
1977 Society purchase Moulsham Food Store.
1978 Milk production stopped at Coval Lane dairy.
1979 Dividend stamp collecting scheme launched.
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A Journey Through Time…

In the 80s, some of the Society’s food stores were
beginning to look a little tired as finances became tight.

Christmas shopping events in the late-80s always proved
popular with both customers and employees alike!

1980s

Recession was beginning to take its toll, and
the Colchester Co-op Society made a move
to absorb Chelmsford Star, but members
voted against it and the Society pushed on.
They continued to pay their members an
annual dividend and were known as ‘Your
Caring, Sharing Co-op’. Food was removed
from the department store, with the focus
placed on furniture and fashion. At the end
of the decade, a glass atrium was added to
the building, its curved design inspiring a
new name, and the Chelmsford Star 		
Co-operative Department Store was
rebranded as the more catchy ‘Quadrant’.
1982 Members vote against Society merging 		
with Colchester Society.
1985 Society runs Annual Fun Day with Chelmsford
Weekly News.
1986 Travel Centre opens.
1987 Food Centre opened in Billericay.
1988 Non Food stores owned by Chelmsford Star
renamed the Quadrant.
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A new focussed approach on the recently rebranded
‘Quadrant’ department stores at the end of the decade
began to help Chelmsford Star’s fortunes.

The Community Card, launched to assist local groups
with their fund-raising, has won numerous awards
and is still going strong. The initiative currently
supports over 330 local charities, groups and schools.

1990s

For economic reasons, the newer half of the
Chelmsford Quadrant store was sold off,
but in its place was a freshly opened
Quadrant in Braintree. The new Quadrant
image was bang up to date, and with rapid
advances in technology it was time to do the
same with the dividend system. A chipenabled membership card called ‘Starcard’
won the Society the Retail Technology Team
of the Year Award in 1997.
This would lead to a fund-raising idea, as the
Society looked for new ways to raise money
for local groups, and by the end of the decade
- under a new Chief Executive Officer - the
Community Card was born.

WHAT THEY SAID
“I wonder if other people will have
as strong memories of the old Sooty
machine as I do? It was extremely
popular in the main store through
the 80s and 90s, as were the famous
goldfish who lived on the first floor.”
Dr. Mark Curteis, Curator of Social History
& Art at Chelmsford Museum, current
custodian of the Sooty machine.

1991 Braintree department stores moved to a single site
in the new George Yard, and branded ‘Quadrant’.
1992 125th Anniversary Celebration.
Duke Street Food Centre opened.
1995 The Starcard is launched.
1997 ‘Altogether Fresher’ launches in Challis Lane.

The famous dividend stamps were officially a thing
of the past as new chip-enabled technology was
introduced with the ‘Starcard’ in 1995.
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A Journey Through Time…

The ‘Stars’ come out in force to celebrate Quadrant’s wide ranging appeal in 2006.

2000s

The Society entered a new millennium with
new leadership, and it was in a stronger
financial position than it had been for years.
It expanded the number of food stores it
owned across Essex and continued rolling
out the ‘Altogether Fresher’ concept, but
by the end of the decade the look changed
again when a national agreement was signed
with other co-ops up and down the country
to share a common image. The closure of
Chelmsford’s popular Bolingbroke and
Wenley store meant a new look Quadrant
expanded its furniture space to meet a
growing need locally.
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WHAT THEY SAID
“They do everything good but don’t
shout about it.”
Mary Portas, retail consultant and
broadcaster, talking about Co-op
stores in 2010.

A decade of launches
The new millennium, and changes to the
Executive Management team, brought with
them a fresh image to the Society. ‘Food
Centres’ became ‘Co-op Local’ or ‘Altogether
Fresher’, and then again changed to ‘The
Co-operative food’. New funeral branches
and an updated fleet were purchased, and the
Quadrant went black and white.

Broomfield Road
‘Co-op Foodcentre’ - 1980s

Beehive Lane ‘Altogether Fresher’ - introduced late 1990s

‘The co-operative’ Hawkwell
- late 2000s

A new fleet of cars for funerals
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A Journey Through Time…

2010s

Despite recession, and pressure from newlyfavorable grocery ‘discounters’ and online
shopping, the Society continues to support
Essex whilst expanding its businesses. As at
2017, food stores currently stand at 42 sites
across Essex, funeral homes have grown to
7 branches, whilst a travel business operates
from within each Quadrant department
store in Braintree and Chelmsford. With
independent co-ops across the country
closing their department stores and
institutions like Chelmsford’s Bolingbroke
& Wenleys and Braintree’s Townrow closing
their doors, Chelmsford Star finds itself
owning the oldest independent department
stores in both Braintree and Chelmsford,
and as one of only a couple of co-operatives
in England offering a department store
business. Despite this trend, Chelmsford Star
remains strong and stable, and continues to
give back to the local community just as they
did all those years ago.
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Promoting healthy eating at the toddler-focussed
Three Foot Festival

WHAT THEY SAID
“Chelmsford Star
and I go way back.
It may not be one of
the biggest
co-operatives, but is
highly respected and
has proved one of the
most important to the International
Co-operatives Alliance – its
tremendous support is often what
persuades larger co-operatives to
get involved. Not only is Chelmsford
Star commercially and financially
successful, it is also a strong
advocate for the co-operative
movement, and in my opinion that
makes it the perfect co-op!”
Dame Pauline Green – Speaking in 2013
at Chelmsford Star’s Colleague Awards.

This hand-drawn illustration, by historian Lottie Hoare, shows the current trading area of the Society and
demonstrates there is more to Chelmsford Star than just Chelmsford.

DID YOU KNOW:
A third of all money
spent in Chelmsford
Star stores stays in
Essex to support the
local econmony, and
the communities
within it.

The Society continues to grow, with two new stores opened in 2017.
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Memories of Chelmsford Star…
Chelmsford Star has always been more than just dates in a book or statistics
in a ledger. From the very first days, the Society has brought with it a sense of
comradeship and belonging, and the term ‘family’ has been used throughout
history – ever since the original ‘Iron Band’ of workers formed in 1866.
From the start, employees were encouraged to socialise. In the early days, the
Society held staff outings and these continued annually until the war. In the 1960s,
the Sports & Social Club was set up, and took full advantage of the shorter working
hours and additional free time by arranging theatre trips, special events, sports
games, city breaks and subsidised holidays for employees. More recently, the Star
Awards brought colleagues together from all divisions for a celebratory knees-up.

Talent and achievement was recognised across the Society
at the ‘Search For A Star’ Awards between 2008 - 2014

Staff had the opportunity to go on a number of
outings throughout Chelmsford Star’s early years...

Chelmsford Star still holds an annual Christmas
party for retired employees, and recognises and
rewards long-serving employees.

To get a true sense of the innovation, can-do attitude
and community spirit coming from within, you only need
ask someone who has worked there...
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The Bosses
Name: Hugh Garrett
Position: Accountant (1977–1982)
Acting Secretary (1982)
Chief Executive Officer (1982–1998)
Hugh Garrett is
remembered by many
for his technological
developments with
Chelmsford Star’s Starcard,
and also for developing
the Society’s profile as
one committed to charitable giving. At the
AGM of 1991 the Mission Statement of the
Society emphasised its social commitment to
‘support voluntary and self-help organisations
whose objectives are in sympathy with the
ethos of the Society.’ The Starcard itself
pioneered microchip technology at a time
when retail store cards were not yet highly
sophisticated in terms of the information
they could store. The Starcard could hold
51 fields of information and won awards for
innovative technology, the result of which
saw Hugh discussing its capabilities across
the world.

The original Starcard in publicity material that
described it as ‘the SMART way to shop’.

The Starcard’s popularity led to the
formation of the 500 Club, which enabled
investors to commit to lifelong membership
of the Society for greater rewards. This Club
continued even after the Starcard changed
its look to match the national co-operative
‘honeycomb’ brand. What the Starcard
lacked, however, was a technological link to
Charitable giving, so this led to the creation
of the Community Card.
This too would win awards, and establish
itself as a clear and efficient way for networks
to give to deserving causes, but it was to be
the idea of the next CEO…

Since its creation in 1999, the Community Card has received celebrity approval, including from Frank Bruno,
“The Queen” (celebrity lookalike Jeanette Charles), and Olly Murs.
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Memories of Chelmsford Star…

The Bosses

Tony is on hand to assist former Director
Jean Goodridge as she opens a new look
‘Altogether Fresher’ store in 2000.

CEO Tony Gudgeon, with the Chelmsford Mayor and
pupils from nearby Kings Road Primary School, launch
the first ‘co-operative’ food store in 2007.

Name: Tony Gudgeon
Position: Chief Executive Officer
(1998 – 2013)

Tony says, “Just weeks later, Miss Richardson
in the local employment office saw my exam
results and thought her brother, who was
Chief Executive of the Kendal Co-operative
Society, might train me as a manager.
This training included a long-term
commitment to evening study and exams
in Co-operation. I read books on 		
Co-operative history – on the Corn Laws
and the Tolpuddle Martyrs – and realized
this was a different social history from
that I’d been taught in school.”

Tony Gudgeon is credited
by many as the figure
who enabled Chelmsford
Star to continue as an
Independent Co-operative
society from 1998 and
who guided it into the
21st Century.
His father died when he was young, and
he became quickly aware that people face
struggles in life through no fault of their
own. Following his education at a Quaker
School in Kendal, he clearly remembers
a sermon delivered by a local Methodist
minister at St Thomas’s Church, when his
year group visited after their O-levels. The
pupils were warned that there was no point
hoarding up wealth for the sake of it, and
were advised it was better to share profits
with the community within your lifetime.
This message remained with him.
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Tony continued to study into his twenties
when he was working at local Co-operative
societies in Manchester, Morley, Colwyn Bay
and Warrington before becoming Financial
Controller of the Co-operative Retail Society
in London for twenty eight years. At this
point there were hundreds of Independent
Co-operative societies in the United
Kingdom so he was able to gain a variety of
regional experiences while being consistently
employed by Co-operatives. Tony expresses
regret that there are so few Co-operative
societies surviving in the 21st Century.

“It is difficult now for young people who
share Co-operative values to develop the
range of regional experiences of different
societies the way my generation was able to.”
However, in the years since, Chelmsford
Star has been fortunate in employing many
who go out of their way to understand the
Co-operative tradition, and who seek to
find ways to communicate the Co-operative
values in Essex today.
WHAT THEY SAID
“Tony’s strategic
vision was the key
factor in restoring the
society to profitability
and securing its
future. I’d suggest his
involvement with the
Co-operative Movement from a very
young age was another factor that
helped secure the foundations of
Chelmsford Star as a co-operative
business.”
Mervyn Wilson - Principal of the 		
Co-operative College in Manchester
(1999–2015)

When Tony was approached to take on the
role of Chief Executive Officer in 1998 he
was familiar with Essex as a trading area
as he had lived in Bishops Stortford while
working in London. The challenge of solving
the financial difficulties the Society was
experiencing at the time, much of which was
down to paying out a dividend in excess of
profits, appealed to Tony who had previously
worked in finance roles. Until that point, he
had not had the opportunities to relate the
theories of accounting to the practice of retail
in such a way that the wider community
would benefit. Tony strove to build a
sense of trust amongst the Chelmsford
Star Board, so that mutual respect and
enlightened management came to matter as

the individuals worked together in the role
of custodians of the Society. Tony credits
the support and empathetic understanding
of the Co-operative Bank as another crucial
factor in securing the backing which in
turn enabled Chelmsford Star to return to
profitability. In Tony’s words: “All the high
ideals you want don’t matter more than a hill
of beans if you have not got the money to
implement them.”
Tony also credits the foresight of Barry
Wood, who was in time to succeed him as
Chief Executive Officer in 2013, as a key
player in the recovery of Chelmsford Star.
On his arrival in 1998, Tony remembers
that he immediately had confidence in Barry
and recognized him as a hugely talented
individual.
“Barry had a good understanding of the
electronic point of sale system that records
the sale of goods and services to customers.
He could interpret results and identify
exactly what was selling and what wasn’t,
and what was going wrong in aspects of the
business.”
Both could see that Chelmsford Star
had to grow as a business to support its
infrastructure, and it wasn’t long before the
first new stores were purchased.
WHAT THEY SAID
“Tony is a strong believer in 		
Co-operatives as a place where
talent can be nurtured. If you could
do a job, Tony would be the one who
could see that you could do it.”
Jan Martin, former Vice President,
Chelmsford Star
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The Bosses

General Assistants at a new store in Tilbury
were surprised to see him stacking shelves
to help ensure it was ready to open on time,
but this was not out of character. Barry also
requests his Executive Team work several days
in shops in the run up to Christmas. Barry
says, “It is no good just hearing reports of
what is happening on the shop floor, staff in
leadership roles need to be interacting with
customers and staying in touch with the
concerns of their community.”
Through his years as CEO, Chelmsford Star has seen
their food business expand considerably, both in number
of stores and the area of Essex covered.

Name: Barry Wood
Position:
General Assistant (1987 – 1989)
Trainee Manager (1989 – 1990)
Food Merchandising (1991 – 1998)
IT Manager (1998 – 2000
Food Manager (2000-2004)
Deputy CEO (2004 – 2013)
CEO (2013 - today)
Like Tony, Barry had
connections with the
Co-operative movement
since his youth as his
father had worked for the
London Co-op as a trainee
baker, before joining the
Royal Navy. He started as a general assistant
in his local Challis Lane food-store in 1987
and worked his way up through the Society,
before taking the reins as CEO in 2013.
Barry’s hands-on approach ensures that, when
needed, senior management will get work
done on the shop floor rather than hiding
away in ivory towers. He believes this is a key
factor in creating respect within the Society.
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WHAT THEY SAID
“Barry is very good at
unraveling problems
and explaining
things in a way
that everyone can
understand. He also
strives for an open
culture where people feel that they
can speak out without being judged,
and knows that good management
doesn’t involve belittling mistakes.”
Ellen Tredwin – Society Secretary

WHAT THEY SAID
“When Barry took
over from Tony he
inspired confidence
and loyalty across
the Society from the
off. No one knows this
business better, and
we know he will lead the society in
whatever direction most benefits
members and indeed all customers.”
Kevin Bennett – Head of Membership
& Marketing
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The Directors

Unlike the early years, there are now finite terms for Board membership. Directors
are elected on 3-year terms, following a vote by members, and 9 years is the
maximum anyone can serve if re-elected 3 times. Democratic decision-making
is vital for the Society, and so a three-tiered structure has evolved to give more
members the chance to have their say.
THE 2016/17 BOARD

President
Pauline Dodd
Vice President
Susan Sullivan
Roger Simons, Anthony Gunn,
Judy Saunders, Michael Whalley,
John Knott, Chris Henton,
Pauline Green and Jane Milbank.

Many Board Members work their way up
through the structure and in the process
become familiar with a wide range of needs
within the community. Pauline Dodd is one
example of this committed involvement,
starting with the Members Council and
progressing right up to Society President.
Pauline, who stepped down as President in
2017, worked as an ambulance woman for
20 years and believes in leading by example.

WHAT THEY SAID
“In 2001 there was
only the Board to
help make decisions,
but now the Society
has an entry level
Members Council,
the Membership
Committee and the Board. There
is also a Youth Council that draws
representatives from local schools.
Before Tony Gudgeon’s involvement,
the Membership Committee did not
exist and he was instrumental in
placing membership at the core of
the Society.”
Michael Whalley – Director

As well as meeting every four weeks,
Directors also sit on various sub-committees
based on their skill sets. Currently, these
consist of Audit, Succession Planning,
Membership, Remuneration and Pension
Fund Committees, however in the past
other groups have been assembled to plan
for specific events.
As the Society reached its 50th anniversary, a special
Jubilee Committee was convened to ensure it was
celebrated in a sufficiently grand manner.
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Tony Price (far left) in his shop-fitting days, taking
time out of a store refit in 2003 to sample local
Broadoak sausages with former Head of Food,
Stuart Hammond.

Whilst keen to involve members as much
as possible, the Board also recognizes that it
has many customers who are not members
that still contribute significantly to the
turnover of the business. It also recognises the
importance of giving its employees a voice.
Tony Price worked as a member of staff for
twenty years for Chelmsford Star, fitting
out the interiors of stores, and progressed
to being on the Board of Directors for
9 years - with several years overlap. Tony
praises his experience of the Society and the
Co-operative movement at large, as a place
where influential people speak to everyone
as if they are all in the same level, rather than
using their power to intimidate others.
WHAT THEY SAID
“My working life
has been steeped
in PLC culture, but
whilst I recognize
the importance of
offering members
a viable business
structure, I think it is crucial to have
‘lay members’ on the Board whose
working lives are not shaped by the
needs of business.”
Lance Gardner – Director and
Former President
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The current Directors’ backgrounds and
working lives are all distinctly different.
Some have long-term involvement with
Chelmsford Star and the Co-operative
movement and some do not. All value
openness and transparency in the sharing
of information so that they can make wise
decisions and promote a wide range of
interests. All are united in the view that
politics need to stay out of the Board room
and that the Chelmsford Star is a Society
which is deliberately apolitical and welcomes
members with different political views.
WHAT THEY SAID
“It’s important
that, like senior
management, the
Directors make
themselves visible on
the shop floors and
are not a stuffy Board
hidden away in a Board Room.”
Jan Martin – Former Vice President

A former Board member with a long history
with Chelmsford Star is Mike Smith.
Mike worked for the Society for 35 years,
beginning in 1963 in what he imagined
was a temporary job, and working through
a number of roles before finally joining the
Board in 1982. Mike says, “This was the era
before finite terms of Board membership
existed, and my time on it amounted to
about 25 years.” Mike describes Chelmsford
Star as ‘a mature and trusted friend’ and
is proud to still have a longstanding
involvement, continuing to regularly visit the
Quadrant in Chelmsford and hear updates
from current employees. Mike observes that
for many in the immediate post-war period,
an involvement with Co-operative societies
was as near as people could get to owning
their own business.

Mike Smith (left), with former
Non Food Manager Robin Ducker,
prepares for the Society’s 125th
anniversary in 1992.

“The opportunity for membership gave
people a say in running the Society at a time
when rebuilding English society with strong
democratic values was widely understood.
I believe this goes someway to explain the
sense of loyalty that many of my generation
feel towards Chelmsford Star.”
DID YOU KNOW:
In 1963, when Mike started working
for Chelmsford Star, there were more
than 600 retail co-ops in Britain.
In 2017, Chelmsford Star is one of
12 that remain. While many new
independent Co-operative businesses
are launched, and thrive, it is the
specific Independent Co-operative
Society structures of governance that
are rarely now adopted in the United
Kingdom today.

Not all Co-op Societies are lucky enough to
celebrate their 150th year, like Chelmsford
Star. Following an intense period of
competition and sharp increases in taxation,
the Braintree Co-operative Society closed
its doors in 1969. Its 10,743 members were
quietly transferred to Chelmsford Star after
105 years serving the people of Braintree.
In the same year, Societies in Grays, Saffron
Walden, Haverhill, Harwich, Dovercourt &
Parkeston, and Halsted all ceased trading or
were amalgamated into other Societies.

Only a few photographs of
Braintree Co-operative remain.
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As elected officials, Directors are there
to represent the view of the Society’s
membership and ensure the business is
fulfilling its duties as a member-owned
organisation. Each are encouraged to involve
themselves with Society events at any given
opportunity, and this is particularly true of
the person at the head of the boardroom
table, the President.

WHAT THEY SAID
“I am extremely
proud and honoured
to have been elected
as our Society
President, particularly
in Chelmsford Stars’
historic 150th year. I
hope that I will be able to actively
contribute to the continued success
of the Society and look forward to
meeting members and colleagues as
I visit our stores.”

Terry Haggerty was a smiling face at countless events
during his time as President (1998 - 2009).

Sue Sullivan – Director, & newly 		
elected President

Pauline Dodd (centre, at the 20th birthday of
Braintree’s funeral branch in Rayne Road) worked her
way up through the Society’s democratic structure to
become President (2012-2017).

Patrick Bermingham (promoting the Society’s ‘Year
for Youth in 1991) started out as a Director in 1982,
was elected as Vice-President in 1986, and became
President in 1989 – a position he held until 1998.
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From the Shop Floor
Discussions with current and former members of staff, or ‘colleagues’, at Chelmsford
Star suggest that while their working responsibilities vary in many different ways,
all are united in the view that high standards of customer service are central to the
Society. The customer is understood as someone who, whether they are a member
of the Society or not, must receive a positive impression of Co-operative values
from the interactions they experience at any trading location.

Winning colleagues at one of several ‘Star Awards’ the Society held to recognize, amongst other things, customer service.
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The Church Street store prior to a substantial rebuild in 2003, and following its most recent refurbishment in
2015. Bocking Junior School helped with the ribbon cutting.

Vanessa Gollop, who worked for many years
in the food store in Church Street, Bocking,
on the outskirts of Braintree, describes how
a local village shop provides continuity
and is a big part of community life. She
did not enjoy her experience of working
in mainstream supermarkets where her
performance was analysed every six weeks on
the basis of how many products she could
get through a till at speed. As Vanessa puts it,
‘Customers like a bit of banter.’ At Bocking
she was able to make time to ask after
customers and to help less mobile individuals
in the store.
WHAT THEY SAID
“Times and needs
change. There
are more young
customers in the area
wanting ready-made
food, and our in-store
bakery makes more
hot snacks than bread. These are
things customers in the past would
never have asked for, but people
are often too rushed for a sit down
meal now.”
Vanessa Gollop, former Bocking 		
Co-op employee
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Many colleagues at the department store
recall the changing needs of customers in
different eras. Tony Price remembers that,
at one time, Chelmsford Star not only sold
televisions but also had a television repair
department and two television engineers
who would go out to customers’ houses. This
department, and the likes of haberdashery
and schoolwear, were closed as Quadrant
kept up with shifting habits or focused on
new areas.

Although long gone, the Railway Street Co-op Bakery
signage can still be seen in brickwork above the
current occupier’s frontage.

A Romance Written
In The Stars:
Geoff and Shirley Windley met at the
Central Store in the 1950s, their first
jobs having left school at 15. They were
married a few years later. Following
their honeymoon, their first home was
the flat above Trent Road Co-op and
they lived there happily for many years.
Now great-grandparents, Geoff and
Shirley recently celebrated their 57th
wedding anniversary.

Shirley Windley, who worked for Chelmsford
Star between 1955 and 1998, describes the
working environment for staff as similar to
that of a big family pulling together. Shirley
says, “The expectation was that most work
was hands on and that everyone would get
on with whatever task was expected of them.
There wasn’t a sense that some jobs belonged
to other members of staff, if it needed doing
people made sure it was done.” Shirley, and
many others, also recall fondly the zip wire
payment system that carried cash in metal
cups around stores.
Shirley’s husband Geoff Windley describes
the long term working commitment that his
family had for Chelmsford Star. His mother
worked in stores between 1923 and 1968; his
father was the master baker at Railway Street
Bakery from 1928–1946 and then a milkman
from 1952–1968. Geoff himself worked first
in fruit and vegetable departments, starting
in 1953, and then working his way up to
Dairy Departmental Manager from 1975
to 1984. He and his wife both also had
brothers who worked for the Society too, so
overall Geoff calculates their families have
served Chelmsford Star for more than 150
years when all the working years of service

are added together. Even today, the habit of
multiple family members working for the
Society at the same time is quite common.
It seems when one person finds a good
employer, they spread the word to their
loved ones.
Susan Elwood has worked at Braintree
Quadrant, in George Yard shopping centre,
for many years and points out that there is
always a distinct sense that they are working
for an independent store rather than a chain.
WHAT THEY SAID
“Many customers
have shown loyalty
and commitment
to shopping with
Chelmsford Star
over the years, and
will shop together
with parents and grandparents,
and new children, each generation
remembering the different ways the
stores looked and the different goods
and departments provided across
the decades.”
Susan Elwood, Customer Services,
Braintree Quadrant
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From the Shop Floor

The look of the teams may change, but the fundamentals of customer service are the same today as they were in 1867.

The needs of members and customers
have changed across the Society’s history.
The expectation that your local Co-op
will simply provide you with freshly baked
goods, coal and dairy products is no longer
assumed to be central to the buying habits
of local communities. Former CEO,
Tony Gudgeon acknowledges that while
commercial disciplines must be embraced
he also recognizes that you have to credit the
public with being perceptive and pragmatic
shoppers. When customers want certain
products in their convenience store, those
products need to be in stock, particularly
in rural areas where Chelmsford Star shops
may be the only easily accessible store. It
is imperative that customers are not let
down. Customer loyalty, Tony believes, also
demands clean and organized shops with
friendly and helpful staff.
Food has always been offered for sale since
stores began trading in 1867. Malcolm
Wallace’s book provides great detail of the
history of the Society, and recalls that the
first shop in Tindal Street sold: ‘tea and
coffee canisters, a snuff box, a treacle tin,
tobacco pots, cheese and butter knives’.
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Shirley Windley, who worked in Chelmsford
Star grocery stores between 1955 and 1998,
remembers organizing the delivery orders of
loose sugar and loose biscuits in brown paper
bags and working to skin cheese, in the years
before self-service food stores became the
norm. She remembers how when packing up
currants for delivery she would be tapped on
the shoulder if she over filled the bags,
and recalls scrubbing celery and cooking
beetroot in big copper pots.

In 1955, Chelmsford Star opened one of its first selfservice food stores in Beehive Lane Co-op, shown here,
but a customer expectation of pre-packed goods did not
become the norm until the 1970s.

One of the Society’s newest teams joined in 2016 with the opening of a food store in Woodford Green, taking
Chelmsford Star into the Greater London area.

Under Barry Wood’s leadership, the number
of food shops has increased by 10% in
the last 2 years alone. Society Secretary,
Ellen Tredwin stresses that this came about
through Barry’s knowledge of the local area
and not through a dedicated retail team
specifically looking for sites.
As a co-op, there are more intense demands
to ensure that the food stores operate in a
way that respects environmental concerns
as well as the Society’s own. Barry, who
currently operates as Head of Food as well as
CEO, observes that the younger generation
are more in tune with environmental issues,
and have a more socially aware approach to
matters such as food waste and clean energy.

In addition to buying new food stores, 2017 saw
Chelmsford Star halfway through an extensive
refurbishment programme across its estate.

Environmental Stats 2017:
• All Society carrier bags are recyclable.
• Food store ‘Bags For Life’ are made of 		
recycled oyster shells or plastic bottles.
• 99.86% of all waste produced is recycled.
• Food waste is collected for 			
anaerobic digestion
• Refrigerator doors have been installed
to stop air leaks and reduce energy 		
consumption.
• 99.8% of electricity used is sourced 		
via renewable sources.

Introducing new technology in stores, and simply
adding doors to the fridges, has dramatically reduced
the amount of energy the Society uses.
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Championing Fairtrade

A collaboration between Oxfam, the Community Card scheme and TV bad guy (but real life good guy) Jack Ellis in
2003 saw Chelmsford Star championing Fairtrade long before it was ‘fashionable’ to do so.

Fairtrade
Chelmsford Star has a long-standing
relationship with Fairtrade, having
pioneered Fairtrade products in Essex.
The Co-operative movement as a whole has
supported Fairtrade since it began in 1992,
and early on Chelmsford Star worked with
the local Fairtrade Campaign group to make
Chelmsford a Fairtrade Town, and again,
more recently, into a Fairtrade City. Malcolm
Wallace, former Director and Secretary to
the Chelmsford Fairtrade Committee, is
credited with having put in an immense
amount of work into both campaigns.

Although available throughout the year, efforts to
promote this ethical way of sourcing food is focussed
within ‘Fairtrade Fortnight’ (usually in February).
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Malcolm Wallace (right) joins Kenyan Fairtrade tea
producer Patrick Kebena Muthaura and his Fairtrade
Foundation escort in 2016.

Bigging up the bananas in 2012, with the
Chelmsford Mayor, plus friends from Co-operatives
UK, Fairtrade Foundation and a Fairtrade Banana
Foundation in Africa.

Diana (2nd left) from an Argentinian vineyard, discusses the benefits of Fairtrade to the
Braintree members’ Coffee Morning.

What is Fairtrade?
Fairtrade offers producers in developing
countries a stable price, a long-term trading
relationship and a Fairtrade Premium, which
can be invested into community projects.
Co-ops have been supporting the idea since
before it officially had a name, and were first
to stock Fairtrade bananas in the UK, and to
carry own brand Fairtrade tea, coffee, sugar,
hot chocolate, roses, blueberries, cotton
wool, chocolate bars and more!

WHAT THEY SAID
“It is reassuring and
comforting to know
that Chelmsford Star
is working tirelessly
to promote Fairtrade
with currently no less
than 200 different
Fairtrade items in their food-stores.
A remarkable feat indeed.”
Councillor Patricia Hughes,
Mayor of Chelmsford 2016-2017
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Chelmsford Star members have been lucky enough to hear
from a number of Fairtrade growers and producers during
their annual Fairtrade events over the years.
WHAT THEY SAID
“Through buying
our Fairtrade wine,
Chelmsford Star
customers have
helped our village
build its first ever
secondary school!”
Diana Ceron – Argentinian
Vineyard Owner

WHAT THEY SAID
“By choosing my
coffee at the co-op,
you’ve helped our
community regain
it’s health.
Thank you.”
Basilio Charles:
Guatemalan Coffee Grower

WHAT THEY SAID
“The more Fairtrade
tea you buy, the
more our village
can support itself.
We’ve just bought an
ambulance with the
Fairtrade Premium,
through your support.”
Patrick Kaberia Muthaura:
Tea Grower, Kenya

Vanessa Howard, former Marketing & PR Manager
(left), was instrumental in co-ordinating support for
Harvest For The Hungry. Over 14 years, the local
charity provided for those desperately in need across
Eastern Europe, until it folded in 2014.

Co-operative Food Firsts
Co-ops have always led the way on food
issues that matter most to their customers
and members, right from the creation of
Chelmsford Stars ‘honest 4lb loaf’ in 1867.
Here’s a snap shot of just a few of the firsts
achieved over more recent years...
1985 Since 1985, no Co-op brand toiletries
or household products have been 		
tested on animals.
1986 First to introduce customer-friendly
‘traffic light’ nutritional labelling 		
on products.
1998 First retailer to sell Fairtrade in 		
every branch.
2010 All eggs used in own brand products
are free range
2011 Tuna certified as pole caught
2015 All own brand drinks switch to ‘no 		
added sugar’.
2017 All chocolate, including that used in
own brand products, is certified 		
Fairtrade.
2017 All meat, including that used in
own brand products, switched to
UK sourced.
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Championing Fairtrade

Some of the ‘The Only Way Is Local’ producers gather at the Chelmsford Star sponsored local food gazebo at the
annual Essex Food & Drink Festival in Cressing.

Local Food
For much of its history, the biggest share
of turnover for Chelmsford Star has come
from food sales. Since the start of the new
millennium, the food business has seen an
expansion of 130% (as 18 stores become
42) which has brought with it an increased
interest in locally grown and produced food
products from customers keen to support
local farmers or Essex suppliers. Chelmsford
Star currently stocks over 40 products
produced in Essex, including Broadoak Farm
sausages, Margaret’s Frozen Luxuries and
Dan Hull Prepared Foods, in a range called
The Only Way Is Local. The support won
Chelmsford Star a hat-trick of prizes at the
2014 Essex Food & Drink Awards, including
‘Essex Hero’ for the outstanding effort made
to support local businesses.

WHAT THEY SAID
“Without the
support of our local
co-op, stocking and
promoting our food,
we wouldn’t have
survived the early
years. We’ve now
grown to sufficient size that we’re
now supplying gourmet food to the
likes of Selfridges.”
Dan Hull of Dan Hull Prepared Foods,
based in Chelmsford.
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The Changing Nature of Funerals

The funerals team win the first of many Customer Service awards at the 2004 Mid-Essex Business Awards.

Chelmsford Star began its Funeral Service in
1936 and now operates 7 branches. These
are independent of the national Co-operative
funeral brand and operated independently
by Chelmsford Star. Directors are quick
to praise the hard work of those who have
worked for the Funerals team over the years
and who have won numerous awards for
their expert care.
The nature of funerals has changed over the
past 81 years and the Society has listened
to the wishes of the bereaved to try and
accommodate the different ways they want
to celebrate the lives of loved ones. In the
past there was rarely an order of service and
now the services have become much more
visual. Now, some families ask for doves
to be released, for ashes to be contained in
jewellery and some choose woodland burial
sites. Hymns are a lot less popular than they
used to be, with more people requesting
contemporary music or pop songs. Whereas
in the past most services saw black used as
the predominant colour, now families will
often chose all different colours as part of the
celebration of a life.
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The provision of aftercare by the Society has
also developed significantly because, as one
Director points out: ‘We now appreciate
how long it takes people to grieve and that
for many people it may be the first time they
have experienced the death of someone who
they are close to.’ Up to 6 weeks one-toone counselling is available for those who
wish for it. A selection of free to attend
bereavement groups are available across the
county, occasionally taking in social outings,
and they gather attendees for Christmas
dinner each year and hold a Remembrance
Service. All these events help those within
the community to share memories and their
hopes for the future, and assist others going
through similar experiences of loss.
The after-care they provide has won the team
multiple-awards over the years.
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The Journey of Travel

Former Travel Manager, Susan Hyett (left) and
Robin Ducker, former Non Food Manager (right)
during the Travel Centre days.

The first travel manager, J. De La Pascua, retired in
1998 but returned to join then-travel manager
Debbie Jackson for the service’s 25th birthday in 2011.

Chelmsford Star first opened a travel branch
in 1938 but struggled to make it work. In the
1970’s a travel service was provided by the
Royal Arsenal Co-operative Society, operating
from within the main Moulsham Street
store, but the service was taken back in-house
in 1986 as the Travel Centre opened.
Travel Centre evolved into The Co-operative
Travel in 2011, following Chelmsford
Star’s adoption of the national brand, and
in the same year joined the Midcounties
Consortium to provide a better price for
clients. The consortium allowed the branches
to deliver an independent holiday service,
focusing on offering what clients actually
wanted, rather than what made the highest
commission. Since this time, turnover in
new bookings has soared, which has been
attributed to the commitment of a hardworking team. Colleagues have shown a
dedicated and long term interest in working
for the Society, travelling to multiple
destinations to more confidently talk to
clients using their own experiences.

Tola, in Chelmsford’s travel branch

Current Trainee, Tola Arogundade also serves
on the Society’s Members’ Council, so is able
to bring insight and awareness of client’s
wishes into the governance of the Society.
WHAT THEY SAID
“I have such happy memories of
being a little girl in the co-op, with
my mum, all those years ago…
watching the cash whizz above your
head to the cash office, and then
whizz back with your change.
I remember them patting the butter
and folding grease-proof paper
round it… and I can still recall her divi
number. Aah, the memories!”
Susan Hyett, advisor at Co-operative
Travel, Braintree
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Developing Department Stores

Braintree Quadrant celebrated 20 years in 2011,
following the store’s move to the newly built George Yard
Shopping Centre in 1991.

In the late-sixties, Chelmsford Quadrant, then called
Co-operative House, doubled in size following the
construction of a new building next door.

The Quadrants, as they became known
in 1988, are two of the few remaining
Co-operative department stores left in the
United Kingdom. Former CEO, Tony
Gudgeon describes the loss of hundreds of
Co-operative department stores up and down
the country, stores formerly run by other coop societies, as a ‘Co-operative tragedy’. Tony
says, “Many Co-operative department store
buildings, iconic statements of their day, can
still be seen in Northern towns, although
they no longer trade as Co-operatives.” He
acknowledges that those societies did not
envisage the rises in rates and heating bills
when they constructed the buildings early in
the 20th Century. “Some of the stores were
built on such a scale, they even included
cinemas and ballrooms within them! And no
one imagined the need for accessible parking
for customers at that point.”

imagine their customers in distinct ways
without communicating to others, and this
would lead to a store that looked a hotchpotch and lacked cohesion.” This in turn
would lead to stock problems and a loss of
morale because the stores did not serve the
real needs of local customers.

Tony points out that one of the errors of
many Co-operative department stores has
been an absence of ‘joined up thinking’, and
describes how in some other stores the buyers
did not know the market they were buying
for. “Different department managers would
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DID YOU KNOW:
Chelmsford Star’s flagship store in
Moulsham Street was also an iconic
statement in its day. The refurbished
and extended store that was opened
in 1902 by the Countess of Warwick
had Oregan pine walls and ceilings,
mahogany and marble counters
and mahogany-framed plate glass
windows. It was also one of the first
stores in the county to be fittted with
electric lighting and telephones.

In the 60’s, shop display was about neat lines and full shelves, whereas today’s customer prefers an uncluttered space
and bright, open feel.

WHAT THEY SAID
“Nowadays, the
look of the store’s
interior is one of a
smart and functional
organisation, and the
work to produce such
a look can be done by
a reliable and trusted in-house team.
It is the smaller details that matter
most to shoppers in the modern
world, such as reliable wooden
hangers and not feeble plastic ones.”
Stephen Rogers, Head of
Department Stores

Stephen credits his colleague, Visual Manager
Debbie Huggan, as having been a great help
in the way she oversees the window displays
and interior ‘sight lines’ that give a carefully
planned look to all departments. Debbie,
along with her team, also selects stock to sell,
choosing pieces that suit both established
customers whilst simultaneously appealing
to the increased footfall and younger age
groups that have been encouraged into the
Quadrant stores over recent years.

reducing waste, and Stephen has overseen
the purchase and integration of fixtures and
fittings from other stores, unconnected to
Chelmsford Star, that have ceased trading.

In the 1960s, window display’s often told a story, such
as the above which celebrated 100 years of Chelmsford
Star. Today, windows are still often themed, such as
the below featuring an Alice In Wonderland story,
but feature more products that can actually be bought
in-store.

As with the food business, the department
stores are also resourceful when it comes to
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Coffee Morning members gather for the ever-popular annual Christmas dinner

An important aspect to the department stores
that mustn’t be overlooked is that they are
depended on by so many in the community.
Not simply as a shopping destination, but as
a social one, somewhere that members and
other customers can catch up for coffee and
lunch. Both past and current Directors are
keen to praise the franchise, Brambles, which
provides the café facilities in both stores, and
has an excellent record for customer service.
The Brambles restaurants continue the longrunning Co-operative tradition of gatherings,
forming a key opportunity for likeminded
people to come together and socialise.
At a time when so many interactions have
been transferred to computers and other
screen based devices, the department stores’
restaurants provide a spacious and lively
meeting point for those who value face-toface conversations. The Brambles restaurants
have had a vital role in preventing a sense
of loneliness for many in the community,
and the popularity of the weekly members
coffee mornings in both Quadrant stores
shows how important these opportunities are
for keeping members in touch. In addition,
the Membership team also run a popular
monthly Fish & Chip Quiz, and hold
occasional shopping evenings or wine-tasting
events in-store in the evenings.
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WHAT THEY SAID
“The Coffee Mornings allow members
to feel a part of the business, whilst
also giving a platform for different
community groups and speakers,
coming for instance from the
Fairtrade Campaign or other local
charities, businesses and causes.”
Georgina Leather 			
– Membership Co-ordinator

The coffee morning takes to the streets with a
members’ trip to Tropical Wings.

The ever-accommodating Brambles team don
Victorian Garb for an earlier birthday event.

The Braintree Quadrant Store in 2010.

One of the Braintree Co-operative’s former stores
circa 1920s.

Of course, Chelmsford Star’s department
store business is more than just the flagship
store on Moulsham Street. Since Braintree
Co-operative transferred its operations in
1969, Chelmsford Star has had a presence
in the neighbouring market town, with
several outlets consolidating into a single
department store following the building of
the George Yard shopping centre in 1991.
There was also a short-lived Quadrant in
Wickford in the 90’s and a Bed Centre on
Canvey Island in 2012.

As one of our longest serving employees,
Alan Reynolds has worked in all of them at
one time or another having started work for
the Society as a Saturday boy in 1973.
WHAT THEY SAID
“The customers, staff
and management are
the main reason I’ve
stayed but it is also
the fact I’ve been able
to move around and
hold various roles.” Alan Reynolds
WHAT THEY SAID
“My time at Quadrant was one of the
best of my life. I still regularly meet
with other ex-Quadrant employees
in the restaurant, and we chat about
old times. The staff at Brambles
always reserve us a table.”
Jennifer Wyllarde

The Canvey Bed Centre and the Wickford Quadrant
were both short lived.

Jennifer Wyllarde (far left) with colleagues from her
time at Quadrant.
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The Adverts

Co-operative advertising has in the past
been known for its striking and stylish
campaigns. Nowadays, the Membership &
Marketing team work closely with division
and department heads, plus Debbie and her
visual team, to provide a more modern take.
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Education, Education, Education…

An early carnival float from a parade that celebrated
co-ops across the world.

The Education Committee, running
between 1925 – 2003, was involved with
numerous events across the decades. These
included carnival floats, International
Co-operative Day parades, consumer
education, coffee for new members, and
financial assistance for those wishing to
attend Co-operative educational classes.

to take on correspondence courses, such as
Tony Gudgeon had in the 1950s and 1960s,
was dramatically reduced. Without so many
Societies and without such widespread access
to Co-operative education, there was a
decrease in public understanding about why
people needed to be educated in either
Co-operative business or Co-operative values.

Percy Bennett, once a member of the
Chelmsford Co-operative Party and
described by Malcolm Wallace as one
of Chelmsford Star’s ‘most active and
distinguished lay members’, recorded in
an Oral History recording – that can be
heard at the Essex Records Office – that he
regretted that the Chelmsford Star Education
Committee had not achieved more. One
of the related problems to education and
Co-operation, was that with the loss of so
many Co-operative Societies in the late
20th century, the opportunities for workers

In recent years the balance has been
re-dressed to a certain extent, as Co-operative
Trust schools are spreading the message of
Co-operation to a new generation.
The Co-operative Foundation Trust model
was developed in 2008 when central
government promoted the development of
local non-fee paying schools as Academies.
These ‘Co-op’ schools retained an element
of democratic accountability, which rooted
them in their communities.
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Chelmsford Star has supported schools and sports days
for a number of decades.

In Essex there are presently three
Co-operative schools: The Anglo European
School (Ingatestone), St Clere’s School
(Stanford-le-Hope) and Brentwood County
High School, and Chelmsford Star has
worked closely with each. Ellen Tredwin,
Michael Whalley and others involved with
Chelmsford Star have taken on roles as
trustees for these schools and take a keen
interest in how Co-operative values can
form a part of the educational experience of
young people. Not just in the short term, but
in such a way that impacts their long term
approach to careers, life choices and their
sense of responsibility for supporting their
community and their local environment.
In 2007, representatives from Co-op schools,
along with some of the Societies younger
colleagues, came together to form the
Chelmsford Star Youth Council.
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Supporting Charities...

Former Marketing and PR Manager
Vanessa Howard (front right) celebrates
reaching £200,000 in 2014.

At home
Though providing aid to good causes since
1867, Chelmsford Star has been focussed
on supporting a specific Charity of the Year
since 2006. Each has been a charity that
focuses on Essex, and has been voted for by
the Society’s employees. The most recent
Charity of the Year to receive a payout was
Kids Inspire, which supports young people
across Essex recovering from trauma and/or
dealing with emerging mental health issues.
They received £34,500 raised by shoppers,
members and employees at the 2017
AGM. So far, the initiative has raised over
£319,000.
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Overseas
Since 1915, when assistance was sent to the
Belgian Relief Fund, Chelmsford Star has
done its bit for those struggling overseas
too. It’s spoken to the EU to support better
training for agricultural co-ops, bought a
van for a charity collecting Bikes For Africa,
supported coffee growers in India, and of
course there is all the work through Fairtrade.
But until 2012 it had never set up a new coop in a different country.
Former head teacher, Ken Dunn,
appreciates how Chelmsford Star supported
his charity work for Lesotho, Africa.
Chelmsford Star’s help was part of a three
year ‘legacy project’ that began in 2012’s
International Year of Co-operatives, the
main purpose of which was to support the
creation of a new, self sufficient Co-operative
business. Called the Mobu Ke Khuata
Co-operative (or ‘Soil Is Gold’), it deals with
farming produce for trade such as fish, fruit
grown in orchards, other vegetable crops and
honey from bee keeping.

WHAT THEY SAID
“It is of great importance to work
locally with community groups
who understand Co-operation
and actively want to develop that
business model.”
Elizabeth Lekoetje, Department of
Co-operatives and Ministry of Agriculture,
Lesotho, Africa

As Tony observed, “It is all the support that
a Co-operative society can provide which
goes beyond spreadsheets and profit and loss
figures – this support is what helps people
to understand Co-operative values. That
support might come from a distance but
the understanding of local needs must
always be respected.”
DID YOU KNOW:
As a percentage of its pre-tax profits,
Chelmsford Star donated more money
to overseas support in 2013 than any
other co-op.
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In the Community

WHAT THEY SAID
“It is of great importance to work
locally with community groups
who understand Co-operation
and actively want to develop that
business model.”

Tony Gudgeon, reflecting on the history of
Chelmsford Star, remarks ‘Words seldom
impress anyone, but actions and results do.’
With this observation in mind, it is clear
that the community and charity
commitments of the Society across the
decades have been vital in terms of
sustaining customer and member loyalties.

Peter Parker – former employee 		
and Director

Peter Parker worked for the Society for many
years, employed in various roles, though
much of his work concerned management
accounts. In his own time, he was also
responsible for initiating a series of annual
‘It’s a Knock Out’ competitions, which saw
Chelmsford Star competing with staff from
Boots, Bolingbroke & Wenley, Debenhams
and Woolworths throughout the early
and mid 1970s. Based on the television
programme, the contests became extremely
popular, attracting large audiences and
raising thousands for charity. Friendships
between the different retailers were also a
lasting legacy of these contests.

Peter strains to win at the Knockout of 1975.
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The Fun Days of the 80’s raised tens of thousands of
pounds for many charities.

Fomer employees Shirley and Geoff Windley
also remember Peter being instrumental in
forming Chelmsford Star’s Social Club, and
arranging events such as theatre trips and
journeys overseas to places like Yugoslavia
and Austria, trips that could be subsidized
for Chelmsford Star staff. Peter continued
to play a significant role in organizing the
Fun Days which took place in Central Park
and Hyland’s Park in Chelmsford during the
early 1990s, having won an Individual Civic
Award for Community Support, awarded by
the Borough Council in 1990.
At the Fun Days local charity groups were
invited to set up stands to promote their
causes and fundraise, while other events
included airplane, motorcycle and circus
displays, musical bands and fireworks.
The presence of celebrities helped to draw
crowds. Many Co-op members recall these
annual events fondly, and former Director
and employee Mike Smith remembers
his surprise and delight when Sir Bobby
Robson agreed to make an appearance at a
Chelmsford Star event.

Mike also recalls the Society supporting
the Chelmsford Children’s Choir in
the years that Hugh Garrett was CEO,
including helping towards a concert based
on the peasants’ revolt organized by Eric
Withams. The Harmony Barbers Group
and the Trinity Methodist Drama and
Music Fellowships also received support
from Chelmsford Star. Mike remembers his
own involvement with ‘Year for Youth’ in
1991 where local schools were asked to put
forward unsung Heros in their community
including children who looked after their
siblings or parents. Support continued along
these lines for many years, but recently split
into the support of two separate causes;
Star Talent focused on rewarding talented
youngsters whilst the Essex Adversity
Awards saw Chelmsford Star recognize an
individual who had shown bravery with a
‘Star of Essex’ trophy.
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WHAT THEY SAID
“It seems 1895 was the year when
socially responsible giving began
for Chelmsford Star. Sometimes
this giving concerned causes that
were not immediately local to Essex
but showed the importance of
compassion towards other workers,
such as donations from Chelmsford
Star to the Diglake Colliery Disaster
Fund in the late nineteenth century.”
Percy Lomax – student, University of Essex,
in his MA dissertation on Chelmsford Star

Tony Gudgeon points out that without
community initiatives a Co-operative would
generate great cynicism within its trading
area. It is widely recognized that the quality
of life is better in communities where there is
a good community spirit. 		
The Community Card helps customers
support their preferred groups when they
embark on their usual shopping, without
making any further demands on their time.
Hundreds of thousands of pounds has been
given to community projects through this
initiative alone.
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WHAT THEY SAID
“Chelmsford Star
Co-op must be
praised, for they
currently support over
330 local community
groups, and have
served Essex faithfully
for 150 years. It is most encouraging
to see a local business giving so
much back to the community.
Congratulations to all the team
who work so hard to make every
charitable event a success.”
Cllr Patricia Hughes, Mayor of
Chelmsford 2016 - 17

Now running for 18 years, groups supported
by the Community Card include schools,
a wide range of charities, Sports Clubs,
Women’s Institutes and animal welfare
groups. Each group gives its supporters a
card and then, when that individual shops
at any Chelmsford Star store, a percentage
of funds are attributed to the Community
group linked to the card.When they want
to withdraw the funds, Chelmsford Star
donates an additional 50% of the value.

Over the years, the
Community Card initiative has
raised countless thousands of
pounds for local causes, and
in 2014 it assisted Chelmsford
Star in being awarded ‘Best
In Community’ in the Essex
Business Awards.
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Membership Matters

Regulars at the Members’ coffee mornings are viewd as ambassadors for Chelmsford Star.

From the very start, it was always about the
members. Houses built for those needing
accommodation in the 1800s, donations
made during conflicts, groups set up for
women, for youth, for social groups… Over
the years, as the business side of the Society
developed, initiatives were introduced to
further benefits for employees and the
community as a whole, but the membership
offer remained static.
Since 2003, when the Education Committee
was disbanded, Chelmsford Star moved its
energies more directly into Membership.
Rod Lemka was the first part-time Member
Relations Officer in 2004 before quickly
realizing it was a full time position. Rod
and Tony Gudgeon had been friends for
many years and together they set up a new
council of members, with Rod identifying
and encouraging members to join who he
realized had the skills and initiative to get
more involved with the Society.
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The Members’ Council proved a success,
and over the years to follow, the power of
Membership over the success of the Society
would become more apparent.
WHAT THEY SAID
“I enjoyed giving
presentations in
schools, talking to
staff and customers in
stores, explaining how
to use the Community
Card to best benefit
groups and making links with Anglia
Ruskin University to discuss
Co-operative structures of
governance with the students…
I am particularly proud to have
encouraged our outgoing president,
Pauline Dodd, to begin to take
responsibilities within the Society all
those years ago.”
Rod Lemka – Member Relations Officer
(2004 – 2009)

Cooper the Bear joins Chelmsford Star at their first ever LGBT Pride event.

It was under Barry Wood’s leadership of the
Society that the roles of Membership and
Marketing were united in 2016, with former
Head of Membership Kevin Bennett taking
responsibility for the new combined department.
Both felt that all customers should be
addressed as if they were members and
as a result more customers would see the
advantages of Membership. On taking on
this new combined role, Kevin was aware that
the Society had not reached out to certain
social groups within the local community,
and began to form connections with
residents from different faiths, and ensured
Chelmsford Star was represented at local
Pride events. Kevin says, ‘All should be aware
of the benefits of belonging to their local
co-op society, particularly those communities
under-represented by others. Co-ops have
been promoting equality and diversity as
core values since the beginning, so it isn’t a
radical notion.”

has increased by 260% since 2014. In part,
he puts this down to a greater visibility at
younger events, such as Fresher’s Fayres,
Young Enterprise, festivals, and through the
Society’s own Youth Council, but a large part
he puts down to the introduction of a broader
range of reasons for joining Chelmsford Star
and a more visible presence across the whole
year. He observes that, while in the late
20th Century the Society put an emphasis
on holding big annual celebrations, which
were fantastic for the public at the time, the
current focus was to ‘get stuck in’ with the
widest range of people at events across the
region throughout January to December.

Kevin is particularly pleased to have grown
younger membership to the society, which
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The combination of new and old member benefits was hoped to make 2017 the ‘Best Year Ever’ to be a Chelmsford
Star member.

This thinking extended to member benefits,
as evidence suggested a single annual
dividend payout was not enough to entice
new members to join in a faster paced world.
Kevin introduced randomly generated
rewards in 2013, through a ‘Member of
the Month’ prize draw, and the following
year built a network of local independent
businesses in order to secure a wide range
of special discounts for Chelmsford
Star members. The role of ‘Community
Champions’ was introduced into every food
shop in 2015 to ensure each store focused on
the particular needs of their own community,
and in 2016 his team successfully trialled the
provision of a dedicated community budget
for each store to spend on their own local
causes and initiatives. “This way,” Kevin
says, “Chelmsford Star can meet a smaller
community’s specific needs and not just offer
a generic solution to the whole of Essex.”
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Most recently, to celebrate the Society’s
150th anniversary in 2017, free shopping
was awarded each week to randomly selected
members as part of a Big Grocery Giveaway,
whilst the number of spot prizes being
issued increased by 400%. As a result, at the
2017 AGM Kevin was able to report active
membership had increased by 34% over
the last three years, and that the amount
members were spending had increased by
56% in the same period.
WHAT THEY SAID
“Visibility is the key to genuinely
expanding membership to the
Society, because it helps people
within the trading area to appreciate
the sincere community commitment
that is present.”
Rod Lemka – Former Membership Officer

The 150th Year
In some ways, things haven’t changed for
Chelmsford Star over the last 150 years.
It was set up to support the lives of people
living in Essex and that is exactly what it
still does. The issues might be different
(there are less cattle plagues to deal with or
children’s workhouses to stand up against)
but Chelmsford Star supports animal rights
and the youth in other ways. They clean up
neighbourhoods where needed, work with
minority groups, and local councils. They
support sports teams and festivals; schools,
churches and charity groups through the
Community Card scheme. They have even
helped set up a co-op in Lesotho, Africa,
to help a village pull themselves out of the
third world.
Perhaps it was a collection of these facts that
saw the Society shortlisted as Co-op of the
Year 2017*.

WHAT THEY SAID
“It is clear that
Chelmsford Star
Co-operative Society
is not simply ‘just
another business’.
The community and
co-operative focus
really shines through and we are
delighted to have such an incredibly
strong and worthy organisation
featuring in our ‘Leading Co-op’
category, in the 2017 Co-operative of
the Year Awards.”
Ed Mayo – Secretary General,
Co-operatives UK

*Voting was still open when this publication went to print.
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The Future…

Artist impression of the flagship store in 2067.

Chelmsford Star is proud of its past, but
does not shy away from the future. Current
CEO, Barry Wood, reflects on what he and
the other 900 employees presently working
for Chelmsford Star must do to ensure that
Chelmsford Star will be celebrating its 200th
anniversary in 2067.
WHAT THEY SAID
“It is not about the colour of the logo
or what the shops look like, it is about
delivering the Co-operative message
to whole communities and ensuring
that members’ interests are best
served in the long term.”
Barry Wood, Chief Executive Officer

Barry insists that shouting about what they
do is not the Co-op way, and feels having a
structure that allows members to be vocal
is a vital part of planning for the future.
He also commends the proximity of the
Chelmsford Star Offices to the Chelmsford
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Quadrant department store, as helpful in
terms of keeping those who are not on the
shop floor everyday in touch with the views
and observations of shop staff and customers.
Barry wonders what independence really
means for a society like Chelmsford Star in
the longer term and is curious about if more
Co-operation amongst Independent
Co-operatives might work for the mutual
benefit of all.
“There is currently little shared planning
between those Independent co-operative
societies that still exist in the United
Kingdom in 2017. Historically there have
been some tensions that lead people to
assume that if Independent Co-ops are in
dialogue it must be a precursor to merger,
or some loss of independence. Many can’t
envisage a situation where communication
and shared plans might lead to assured
confidence in each Society’s long-term
independence.”

Directors, Members and Colleagues gather to celebrate the Society’s 150th anniversary.

Whatever the future brings, Barry feels that
being ‘less suspicious’ is crucial. He advises
‘we must not drop our guard’ but at the same
time ‘we can’t be precious about what we do.’
Too much formality won’t help socially aware
human interaction which he sees as part of
‘a Co-op’s DNA.’ Yet at the same time, the
structures of the Society currently work well
and provide enough formal structure for
responsible and transparent governance.
Barry sees the work of Kevin Bennett and
his team, and others in the Society whose
efforts encourage community spirit, to thrive
as a very important part of Chelmsford Star’s
future. He reflects on the impact on the
community of initiatives such as Charity of
the Year and concludes that whatever the
future brings, supporting self-help within
the local community will remain central to
bringing the Co-operative message to a wider
audience. Or, as Barry succinctly puts it: “Any
retailer can sell baked beans. It’s what we do
with the profits that makes us different.”

The journey continues, but it
would be nice to think that
those original workers in 1867,
whose aim was to create a
‘Star in the County’, would be
proud of what their creation
has achieved so far. Proud
to see Chelmsford Star still
supporting Essex from the
heart of the community after
all these years.
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Many people believe ‘the co-op’ to be a national brand.
Just another retailer, with outlets no different from any other food
business, or department store, or funeral home, or travel agent.
They think that a co-op is just the same as any other shop.
These people are wrong.

Chelmsford Star: 150 Years and Counting... highlights the work the
Essex-based society does for its community, and its efforts overseas.
From the initial dream to create a local retailer offering a ‘beacon of
light’ amongst the dishonest practises of its day, to the future hopes
of those currently holding the reins, Chelmsford Star: 150 Years and
Counting... records the achievements of a small Society punching
above its weight, and the memories of those behind it.

